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Opinion» are called partie». Social reform, or rather 
revolution, is a question which has assumed proportions 
of national, and even international importance, con
sequently there has arisen a Socialist party. Alongside 
the Republican party, with McKinley at ite head, the 
Democratic party, with Bryan at its head, and the Pro
hibition party, with the earnest WoOley as its leader, are 
now ranged the two branches of the Socialist party, the 
Social Democratic, with Debbe as its candidate, and the 
Social Labor party, with Maloney for the Presidency. 
At the coming election in this country the Socialist vote 
will probably swell to the proximity of a million.

a. Socialism is Wider than its Party.—Socialism can 
not be measured by party lines. It is a river which 
overflows its banks. It crops out, like an uneven sub
stratum, in the unexpected regions of the other parties, 
revealing itself now as municipal ownership, now as 
hostility to trusts, and now in a cry for arbitration in the 
war of labor and capital. Whosoever shall apply to the 
great mass s4 partisan literature and partisan oratory, 
the touch stone of socialism, will here and there detect 
the gold. Socialism is striking its roots deep into the 
great centres of learning ; and almost every university 
has its student’s Socialist club, and not a few of them 
their socialist professors. Socialism is turning the 
presses of the great publishing houses with an ever in- 

this word of Jesus What holds of material posses- creasing volume of socialist literature which anyone who 
clone holds of many other things. Ambition, as will take the pains to scan their catalogues may aacer
a rule, defeats itself, and before we set out on lain. Into the brain of the working man, befogged
adventures of our own, in quest of some dazzling inheri- hitherto and benighted, the doctrines of socialism,

To begip with the pealm, the first ray of light breaks Unce. «bould make very sure that we take at ite tree though slowly, yet surely, are making their way. Like
from the most unlikely quarter. If there is one sphere value the inheritance God has given us. This is meekness some subtle principle, socialism is finding its way into
of human interest in which the beatitude seems out of and it is also wisdom. It is a law of friendship. Many many thinking minds, which, while rejecting with scorn

people are always keen about new acquaintances. They , all connection with socialism, and vehemently denounc
es perpetually on the look-out for introductions. They ing it, yet in unsuspecting ignorance of their kindred
want to meet all kinds of notabilities. But it is not in cherish many of its views. On the whole there is, be-

but by the very opposite—by submitting in all things to 
a divine necessity, to which the interest of our - rivals is 

It »eem. §o incredible, that if anybody el* th»n Je.n. " d«" »• our own. The heart enlarges then to the scale
of God's goodness ; it can take in all he has prepared for 
it ; it can say, All things areours.

It is difficult to realize that there is a spiritual posses

CheiThe Beatitude of the Meek.

In his ly on 1 
the stars should a

had said it, we should hardly trouble to think of it—
Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.
It is not only not true, it is the very reverse of the truth.
We can ter who inherit the earth, and it is not the meek, «ion of material thing., that it i. the true poeaeaeton, and
It i. the *lf-assertive, the grasping, the proud. It І» th»‘ 11 =*= be loti by too eager a pnranit of the material

possession itself. Yet it is the truth, and can be illue- 
bition. men that accumolate fortunes. A paradox may tr*ted ЬУ tr*ï1c examples. It is not the great landowner
challenge t* mind an* provoke thought, but this beati- who has the real inheritance in what is called hi» prop-

erty ; it may be only his burden or his pride, while the 
good of it is enjoyed by men of whom he never dreams. 
Possibly no man ever had a greater inheritance in the 
earth, by the natural grace of God, than Scott ; no man 
had greeter joy in nature as the work of God, and the 
common possession of all his children ; in a sense, he 
was born heir of the world.. And as far as he ever for
feited this great inheritance, he did so through the sel
fish ambition which moved him to appropriate as much 

late as he could of it to himself, and to add field to field which 
he might call his very own. It was not in these dearly- 
bought acree that his inheritance in the earth lay ; rather 
did he loee it in the pursuit of them, “wearied with the 
greatness of his way and many a man does 
the same who would be saved if he remembered
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ambitious nations that extend their territories, and am-

tude goes beyond paradox ; it flies in the face of fact. 
The meek are the very people who do not inherit the 
earth, and the man who sees this or thinks he sees it 
gives up the beatitude in despair.

Yet no one can without misgiving be at open issue 
with Jesus, and the misgiving is intensified when it is 
seen that this beatitude does not make its first appear
ance in the Sermon on the Mount. There, we are taken 
out of our depth in every sentence, and expect to be ; but 
this particular saying is quoted from a psalm 
psalm, with nothing daring, original, or sublime in 
thought or expression—the psalm of someone who says 
be has been young, and is old, and who, if he has any
thing to give, gives experience. It is this ancient saint 
who says more than once that the meek shall inherit the 
earth, and Jesus sets to his seal that this is true. When 
old experience and the Living Word of God so strikingly 
conspire, we may be sure a great truth lies hidden, if we 
could oqly find the key.

place, it is that of national relatione. It is not the meek 
nations which inherit the earth ; it is those that shake the 
mailed fist. Yet the writer of the pealm thinks of a 
nation, and the meek are the quiet, lowly people who are 11,111 **7 lhst we 8e1 lbe 8°°d that has keen prepared for yond a doubt, a great swelling and spreading of the prio

ns in our relations to each other. Erskine of Linlathse piplee of socialism in this country. Already the most 
bopeful speak of the present competitive system as a

conscious that the nation has a divine calling to fulfil, 
and that its chief good is to be realized, and its place on 
earth secured, not by entering into the conflict of national 
ambitions, but by renouncing it, devoting itself to its 
spiritual task, and letting God choose its inheritance for 
it. And this was the truth Israel lost the land of Can-

remarked in one of his letters that the longer he lived
the more he valued the friende God had given him, and regime of the past. It must not be forgotten, however, 
the leae those he had choeen for himself. This is juet a
way of saying that as far as friendship Is concerned, not outgrown its agitation and propaganda stage, 
experience proves the truth of the beatitude—Blessed are y Canees of Growth of Sodallsm.-The movement 

aan, temporarily at the exile, finally when Titus broke llie meelt- It is true also of books and of reading. Qf recent birth, although of ancient inception. The 
up the Jewish elate, because it refused to acknowledge it. There is such a thing aa ambition and greediness even bringing forth of this great doctrine into light and
The proud carried it over the meek ; the nation which here. There la a mood in which people a,re impatient activity is due in the first place to the writings of such
was destined to be a covenaut people, a link between the because they cannot read everything, or everything that men M g^int Simon and Laaelle, and Owen, and Marx',
outer world and the living God, and that only, entered ls written on aome particular subject. “To know the and Engels, and Hugo, and Tolstoi, and Beaant, and
into the selfish conflicts of the heathen, and perished in literature” is counted a great thing. It is no plea for Bellamy, and George, and Sheldon, and others ; in the
itspride. Self assertion was its ruin, when meekness indolence to say that there is room for delusion here. , -eecond place to the scute consciousness of the rapidly
would have made it secure. The lesaou of this expert- The moat original scholar of our generation in England1 widening gulf between the rich and the poor, the num-
vnee lies in the beatitude, and it was never more wanted hae pointed out the difference between knowing what ^ of the former Qf which steadily diminishes, while
by the nation than at this moment. All the motives and i**” written on a subject and knowing the subject that of the latter grows prodigiously ; in the third place
watch-words which rouse even Christian peoples set it st itself. It is not the helluo librorum who gets the good to the realization of the ever-intensifying struggle for
defiance. The different nations regard each other as of books. It is not the quickest reader, nor the man existence, the difficulty of obtaining work and the uncer-
rivals, nothing bnt rivals ; they all want the same things, tlie biggest library. It is the man who in hie read- tainty of holding one’s job, the two spectres that day and
and seem to be convinced that national security depends lnK M ln bis friendships is content to be what God has night haunt the workingman ; in the fourth place to the
on getting them for themselves, and excluding others. made him> and who proves by experience that this is the

way in which the inheritance comes to him.
Bnt the true key to all the beatitudes is the person of

that as yet socialism in the coarse of its development has
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feelings of cold and hunger, experienced by thousands 
upon thousands of suffering human bodies, and this too 
when the world is so lavish of her products, and the 
warehouses of capital fairly burst with materials of food 
and clothing ; and in the fifth place to the increased 
economic knowledge and ethical intelligence of the peo
ple, and a clarified and better understanding of the teach
ings of Jesus. A flood of light is being poured over 
society, revealing the hideous forms of misery andin 
justice, the fruits of selfishness and ^h^-Hesulte of the 
present system, and revealing also the lovely form of 
Him who said, “ Love one another as I have loved you,” 
and who lived a life of poverty,, preached and suffered, In 
the glare of this light and the comprehension of that 
which it reveals, the conscience of humanity is beginning 
to awaken ; its judgment to condemn ; and its invention 
to devise means and ways for something better.

4. The Genius of Socialism.—True social ism is not 
anarchism. It holds rather that the present system i> 
anarchy, and professes itself to be order, and order 
founded on the principles of love and justice. Socialism 
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In London and in Pretoria, in St. Petersburg and Paris, 
in Washington and Berlin, there is nothing to be heard 
but imperialism, annexation, the appropriation of spheres Jesus. The trntji of them is seen when we look at him.

One fact of his life flashes out its significance in each ; 
they are one in him; this is their originality and their 
power as they fall from his lips. Others, like the author 
of the thirty-seventh psalm, may have caught a glimpse 
of this one or that; it is hie glory not eo much to have 
uttered as in his life to have demonstrated them all. I, 
he said, am meek. And to whom haa the beatitude been 
fulfilled as to him? Even when he had not where to

of influence, territorial compensation, and so forth. It 
is taken for granted that this is the way, and the only 
way, for nations to inherit the earth. But if there is 
truth in either the Old Testament or the New, there is a 
fatal misapprehension in this temper. A nation is not 
made secure, it does not get the good of the world, or of 
the land which God has given it, by pursuing a policy of 
selfish agrandizement, or relentless rivalry with others ; 
it inherits the earth only as it wakes to the consciousness 
of a divine calling, as it sees that the other peoples also 
have ffieir place and vocation in the Divine Kingdom, 
and is divinely contented with its own. It is then that 
the real meaning and worth of national existence are 
disclosed ; it is then tha' a nation finds the full value of 
the inheritance which God hae given it. It is paradox
ical only because we do not think ; the simple truth ie 
that till it learns meekness no nation can see the way to 
become, in the magnificent language of St. Paul, heir of 8a8ad ‘n appropriating the uulverae, the power of Jeeue 
the world.

Tt is the same with individuals. Meekness is so rare

lay hie head, he inherited the earth. Everything in it 
spoke to him of his Father, and of the laws of hie 
kingdom. The face of the sky, the sun end the rain, the 
lilliee and the sparrows, the cornfield and the fig tree— 
all were his. And they were his because he wee meek. 
If he had entered into the eelfish strife of men to win an
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acre for himeelf alone, the inheritance would have faded 
from his grasp. And hae he not Inherited the earth 
since ? Of all the powers which st that day were en-
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